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New Clinic Project
Fights Human Trafficking
Human trafficking is a global human rights problem.
Traffickers prey on people with structural and individual
vulnerabilities, exploiting their labor and holding them in
conditions of servitude. Employing legal strategies to address
this growing problem, GW Law’s International Human Rights
Clinic (IHRC) created a new project to assist people in the
United States who are survivors of human trafficking.

I

n collaboration with The
World Organization for
Human Rights USA (Human
Rights USA), the IHRC—under
the direction of Professor Arturo
Carrillo—initiated a federal
litigation project that will file cases
under a number of state and
federal statutes, including the
Trafficking Victims Protection
Act, on behalf of trafficking
survivors. The clinic seeks to
establish that, as victims of human
rights violations, trafficked
persons are entitled to compensation that exceeds unpaid wages
and encompasses a wide range of
damages. The clinic also seeks to
expand the legal definition of
trafficking, creating an entitlement to legal relief for a broader
range of victims of coerced labor.
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Notes from the
Clinical Dean

Assoc. Dean Phyllis Goldfarb

A

Professor Arturo Carrillo (top left) and Friedman Fellow Annie Smith (top right) with the IHRC’s Litigation Team.
continued on page 10

dapting to the new—
new status, new people,
new programs—is
becoming something of a habit at
the Jacob Burns Community
Legal Clinics, where the winds of
change are blowing strong. At
the same time, there is continuity, as we devote ourselves to our
longstanding mission to provide
law students with indelible
educational experiences as they
provide our clients and our
community with vital legal
services. In this issue of Clinical
Perspectives, we will share with
continued on page 3
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Visiting Scholar
Daniel Benighaus

In fall 2009, the Community
Legal Clinics hosted a German
law student, Daniel Benighaus.
Through Benighaus’ efforts, the
Clinics expanded their sphere of
influence to a broader international constituency. The clinics
were Daniel’s last law-office
placement during the two-year
practicum required of all German
law students as the final step of
their legal education. Through a
professional contact, Professor

Peter Raven-Hansen became
aware of Daniel’s interest in
visiting our clinical program.
Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs Phyllis Goldfarb offered
to bring Daniel to the clinics to
work on a variety of projects and
receive instruction in clinical
education along with the
Friedman Fellows.
Immersed in learning the
philosophical underpinnings of
clinical legal education as he
observed it in action, Daniel
wrote an article that advocates
the incorporation of clinical
teaching methods into Germany’s legal education system.
He presented this paper to the
Friedman Fellows during one of
their fall 2009 classes on clinical
teaching and scholarship.

Daniel’s article was accepted
for publication in Juristische
Schulung [Legal Education],
Germany’s most influential
scholarly journal on legal
education matters. Recently,
Daniel spoke about his article to
the judicial examination agencies
of Berlin and Brandenburg and
described the pedagogies that he
had learned during his semester
in residence at the GW Legal
Clinics. As a result, Daniel’s
article will be considered in the
judicial examination agency’s
new memorandum on improving
German legal education.
Our first experiment in the
creation of an unofficial international clinical fellowship was a
stunning success. Daniel states
that working at the GW Law

Clinics was “the best part of [his]
traineeship” and a “very inspiring
experience.”
Demonstrating the profound
value that a comparative
perspective can have, Daniel is
influencing the conversation in
Germany on legal education
reform. It is an honor to know
that the academic value of
clinical legal education at GW
Law has had such a transformative effect on Daniel’s thinking,
and that through his influence,
GW will be playing a role in
curriculum reform efforts taking
place among legal educators in
Germany and perhaps other
nations as well. ★

State Department Invites Clinic Students to Discussion
with Russian Law Students
As part of an innovative crosscultural program, GW Law clinic
students were invited by the U.S.
Department of State to join
Russian law students by videoconference to discuss their
comparative perspectives on
human rights, racial and ethnic
bias, and the legal system. On
March 15, 2010, participating
students from both GW Law and
Russia watched the 1957 movie
classic Twelve Angry Men and its
Russian remake, 12, as a backdrop to the conversation on each
nation’s legal system.
The students “met” via
technology to discuss the impact
of racial and ethnic biases on jury
decisions and the differences
between the two movies in the
way these biases were portrayed.

The students observed that in
Twelve Angry Men, the jurors
hinted at the defendant’s race
when making arguments about
guilt, whereas jurors in the
Russian remake were much more
blunt in presuming the defendant
guilty of murder because he was
of Chechen descent.
Other discussion topics
included the civic duty to serve
on a jury, the government’s
burden to prove criminal charges
beyond a reasonable doubt, and
the consequences of over-incarceration. Based on the liveliness
and value of this exchange, the
State Department invited the
clinic students to return for
follow-up discussions with their
Russian counterparts.

Clinic students participating in a videoconference at the State Dept.

Clinic students found the
international exchange fruitful
and engaging. Nathaniel
Marotta, student director of the
Community Legal Clinics,
reported that “it was an amazing
experience to be part of a

program aimed at building a
stronger U.S. relationship with
Russia. At the same time, it was
fascinating to discuss contemporary issues in the criminal justice
systems of both nations with our
Russian peers.” ★

you, our extended GW Law
family, news of both exciting
changes in our clinical program
and other recent events.
One of the biggest structural
changes this year was the
creation by the GW Law faculty
of a tenure track for clinical
professors. In 2008, Dean
Frederick M. Lawrence
appointed Professor Jack
Friedenthal, the former dean of
GW Law, to chair a committee
examining clinical faculty status
issues. After a year of consideration, the committee recommended criteria and procedures
for awarding tenure to highperforming clinical faculty. In
spring 2010, the faculty voted
clinical tenure to all the clinical
faculty members who applied.
The creation of a clinical
tenure track represents a
significant recognition of the
importance of clinical education
to the overall academic mission
of the law school. It also signifies
faculty awareness that the theory,
doctrine, and practice of law are
inseparable, interdependent, and
interactive, and that it enriches a
law school to express this
integrative perspective in the
structures it adopts. Recent
studies of legal education have
endorsed such an integrative
view, and law schools around the
country are increasingly
supporting it. We are gratified
that GW Law has added strength
to this tide, as we see it enhancing the future of legal education
at GW and elsewhere.
Aided by these positive
developments, the faculty was
able to hire two highly regarded
lawyers, teachers, and scholars to
join the clinical faculty in the fall.
Professor Laurie Kohn, who has
been a visiting clinical professor
at Georgetown University Law
Center, will add to our depth in
the fields of family law, domestic
violence, and clinical pedagogy.
Professor Jessica Steinberg, who
has been a clinical fellow and
instructor in the Community

Law Clinic at Stanford Law
School, will add to our depth in
the areas of poverty law and
community lawyering. You will
hear much more about them in
the near future. For now, suffice
it to say that we are delighted to
have them join us, and we urge
you to stay tuned.
Another major change in our
clinical faculty is a melancholy
one, as it is not an arrival but a
departure. Professor and former
Clinical Dean Carol Izumi will be
retiring from the faculty at the
end of this academic year.
Carol’s husband, Professor Frank
Wu of Howard University Law
School, has been named dean of
the University of California’s
Hastings College of Law.
Consequently, Carol will be
taking her storehouse of clinical
wisdom to the West Coast where
the Hastings clinical program
will be a direct beneficiary. We
are saddened to lose Carol’s daily
presence, but she takes our best
wishes with her as she begins life
in San Francisco. Although she
will have another affiliation, we
will always consider her a vibrant
part of the Jacob Burns Community Legal Clinics.
As we cope with our impending loss, we are grateful for the
enrichment provided this year by
terrific visiting faculty. In
2009-2010, Professor Paula
Williams of the University of
Tennessee shared her considerable talents with us as a visiting
professor in the Small Business
and Community Economic
Development Clinic. Hilary
Dalin, a leading health rights
advocate, gave of her depth of
expertise as a visiting professor
in the Health Rights Law Clinic.
During a time of tremendous
heat around issues of health care,
she brought light to these issues
for our clinic students.
We are also grateful to have
had the benefit this year of the
contributions of Courtney
Hague and Christopher Bruno,
who spent their year as deferred
continued on page 4
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Clinics Make International Impact through Exchange Student

Dean Frederick M. Lawrence accepts ABA award on behalf of
Professor Meier from Maryland District Court Judge Pamila J.
Brown, Chair, ABA Commission on Domestic Violence.

• In July 2009, Joan Meier, the founder and executive director of
DV LEAP, was selected by the ABA Commission on Domestic
Violence to receive its inaugural Sharon L. Corbitt Award
“for exemplary legal services” to victims of domestic violence.
On July 30, 2009, Dean Frederick M. Lawrence accepted the
award on Professor Meier’s behalf at the ABA’s Annual Meeting
in Chicago.
• Professor Meier was invited to serve a three-year term (from
2009 - 12) as a public member of the Board for the Advancement of Psychology in the Public Interest. In that position, she
has been providing recommendations concerning the American
Psychological Association’s proposed family court guidelines.
DV LEAP, the nonprofit directed by Professor Meier, was
honored this year with the Washington Area Women’s
Foundation Leadership Award.
• Professor Meier was quoted on the editorial page of the
March 14, 2010 edition of The Washington Post, commenting on
the high burden of proof that Maryland’s unique protection
order law requires domestic violence victims to meet. On
March 30, 2010, she was also quoted in the National Law Journal
concerning an issue before the Supreme Court on the enforcement of civil protection orders through criminal contempt.
• Carol Izumi served as a discussion facilitator at the 24th
annual Midwest Clinical Law Teachers Conference, held
at Wayne State University Law School in October 2009.
In addition, she is serving for her second term as a member of
the Board of Directors of the Consumers Union, a prominent
non-profit organization dedicated to consumer protection.
• Alberto Benítez was interviewed by two Spanish-language
media outlets during summer 2009 about the nomination of
Sonia Sotomayor to the United States Supreme Court.

continued on page 5
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Clinical Perspectives is published
by the Jacob Burns Community
Legal Clinics at The George
Washington University
Law School.
Questions or comments
should be sent to:
Phyllis Goldfarb
pgoldfarb@law.gwu.edu
202.994.7463
George Washington
University Law School
Jacob Burns Community
Legal Clinics
2000 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20052
www.law.gwu.edu

[ Selected Presentations and Publications ]
Susan Jones co-edited and
published the book, Building
Healthy Communities: A Guide to
Community Economic Development
for Advocates, Lawyers and
Policymakers (American Bar
Association, 2009). Covering
the history of the community
economic development
movement, its relationship to
the global economy, the
importance of nonprofit
organizations in the field, and
the key government financial
resources available, the book
documents themes and trends
in the field of community
economic development and
provides guidance for strengthening communities and
promoting their prosperity. She
also published the chapter
“Women and Microfinance,” in
the book Women & Politics
Around the World: A Comparative
History and Survey (Joyce Gelb
and Marian Lief Palley, eds.,
ABC-CLIO, 2009).
In October 2009, Professor
Jones delivered the keynote
address, “Perspectives on
Building Healthy Communities:
Microbusiness, Innovation and
Creativity in the Next Economy,” at the Sustainable Hudson
Valley Conference “The Next
Economy: Multicultural,
Innovative and Green” in
Poughkeepsie, New York. In
May 2009, she gave a talk, “The
Role of Lawyers in CommunityBased Wealth Building Strategies,” as a panelist at the
conference of the National
Legal Aid and Defender
Association in Orlando, Florida.
During the spring 2009
semester, Professor Jones was a
guest lecturer in the women’s
entrepreneurship leadership
class taught by Professor Kathy
Korman Frey, who teaches in
the Department of Management and is the associate
director of the Center for
Entrepreneurial Excellence.

Amanda Spratley, a
Friedman Fellow, co-authored
with Professor Jones the chapter
entitled “How Microenterprise
Development Contributes to
CED,” in Jones’ book Building
Healthy Communities.
Joan Meier published the
article, “A Historical Perspective
on Parental Alienation Syndrome and Parental Alienation,”
in 6 Journal of Child Custody 232
(2009). She also published a
chapter on this issue in Violence
Against Women in Families and
Relationships (Evan Stark and Eve
S. Buzawa, eds., Imprint
Praeger, 2009).
In January 2009, Professor
Meier spoke at a conference in
Tampa, Florida, on “Custody
Evaluations in Abuse Cases:
Problems and Responses,”
sponsored by the Florida
Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.
In March 2009, at the request
of the Department of State
International Visitor Leadership
Program, hosted by the
Meridian International Center,
Professor Meier delivered the
keynote presentation on
domestic violence to a delegation from Hungary. In April
2009, the State Department
brought her back to discuss the
American experience of
domestic violence at a program
titled “Combating Violence
Against Women: A Project for
the West Bank.”
In June 2009, Professor Meier
gave a talk titled, “Parental
Alienation in Family Court and
Child Welfare: Challenges and
Strategies” for the National
Summit on the Intersection of
Domestic Violence and Child
Welfare, hosted by the National
Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming. In October 2009,
she spoke on “Pitfalls in
Adjudications of Custody and
Abuse” at the Family Court

Domestic Violence Conference
of the D.C. Superior Court and
at the Mary Byron Foundation’s
National Summit to End
Domestic Violence, held in
Louisville, Kentucky, in
November 2009.
In December 2009, she
participated in a full-day
training for the Kansas Coalition Against Sexual and
Domestic Violence on “The
Reality of Custody Disputes:
Effective Representation of the
Victim of Sexual and Domestic
Violence.” Also that month, she
addressed the D.C. Volunteer
Lawyers’ Project on “Domestic
Violence and Custody in Family
Court.”
Arturo Carrillo presented a
paper on mass claims procedures in international law during
the GW Law faculty colloquium
series in summer 2009.
Subsequently, his article
“Transnational Mass Claims
Processes in International Law
and Practice” (co-authored with
Jason S. Palmer) was published
by the Berkeley Journal of
International Law (spring 2010).
His chapter, “Truth, Justice and
Reparations in Colombia: The
Path to Peace and Reconciliation?” was published in Colombia: Building Peace in a Time of
War (Virginia Bouvier, ed.,
United States Institute of Peace,
2009).
In November 2009, Professor
Carrillo gave a talk, “A Case
Study in Transnational Clinical
Collaboration: The GWU and
PUCP Amicus Briefs in the
Criminal Trial of Former
President Alberto Fujimori,” at
the Seminar of the Latin
American Network of Public
Interest and Human Rights
Legal Clinics, hosted by the
Universidad de Los Andes in
Bogotá, Colombia.
Carol Izumi presented her
article, “Implicit Bias and the
Illusion of Mediator Neutrality,”

at the November 2009
roundtable on “New Directions
in ADR and Clinical Legal
Education Scholarship,” held at
Washington University Law
School in St. Louis. Her article
will be published in Washington
University’s Journal of Law and
Practice in 2010. In April 2009,
Professor Izumi and Professor
Roger Fairfax gave a presentation on criminal case mediation
at the annual meeting of the
ABA Section of Dispute
Resolution in New York City. In
the summer of 2009, Izumi was
a guest lecturer on criminal case
mediation at Beijing Normal
University in China.
Joan Strand gave a presentation at a conference on
multi-jurisdictional parenting
coordination sponsored by the
American Psychological
Association in June 2009. The
conference focused on the
interface between psychology
and law, and her panel presented a view on these issues
from the bench and the bar. In
October 2009, she spoke on
partnerships between law
school clinics, local bar
associations, and community
organizations at the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation’s
Annual Meeting for Community Health Educators.
Alberto Benítez spoke on
the immigration consequences
of criminal convictions at a
Continuing Legal Education
program of the Young Lawyers
Conference of the Virginia
State Bar in April 2009.
Friedman Fellow Jenelle
Williams taught a class on
asylum law in GW’s Paralegal
Studies graduate program
during fall 2009. She also spoke
on a panel at the University of
the District of Columbia Law
School on the subject of
creating an immigration clinic.
On June 20, 2009, Professors
Benitez and Williams were

panelists at the forum “Aiding
Survivors of Torture: Medical
and Psychological Documentation of Asylum Seekers”
co-sponsored by the GW
Medical School and the
Physicians for Human Rights.
Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs Phyllis Goldfarb
served on the “Law and Death”
panel at the annual meeting of
the Conference on Law,
Culture, and the Humanities,
held at Brown University in
March 2010. Her talk was
titled, “Execution Protocols
and the Last Words of the
Condemned.”
Dean Goldfarb spoke on
storytelling and capital cases at
the Habeas Corpus Training
Institute for death penalty
litigators, held at Cornell Law
School in September 2009, and
she presented a paper at the
November 2009 Law &
Literature Roundtable at
Albany Law School. In May
2009, she presented a paper on
“Learning from Exoneration” at
the Annual Meeting of the Law
and Society Association, held in
Denver. In July 2009, she
presented a paper on the race
issues implicated in a capital
exoneration case in Alabama at
the Applied Storytelling
Conference, held at Lewis &
Clark Law School in Portland,
Oregon. In May 2009, in
Cleveland, Ohio, Dean
Goldfarb spoke on “Filmmaking as an Advocacy Tool in
Clinical Legal Education,” at
the Conference on Clinical
Legal Education, sponsored by
the Association of American
Law Schools.
“American Ways of Death” by
Phyllis Goldfarb was published
as the lead book review in 27
Law and History Review 3 (Fall
2009).★

[ kudos ]

Prof. Susan Jones with her mother Dr. Shirley J. Jones at the
Insight Center awards ceremony.

• On November 12, 2009, the Insight Center for Community
Economic Development recognized Susan Jones for her
leadership, innovation, and longstanding commitment to
community economic development by naming her one of its
honorees at its 40th anniversary dinner. Many clinic faculty and
staff attended the dinner at which Professor Jones’s contributions
were recognized.
• In May 2009, Professor Jones and Friedman Fellow Amanda
Spratley, on behalf of the Small Business and Community
Economic Development Clinic, co-hosted with the Washington
Area Music Association a public seminar on “Legal and Business
Aspects of Marketing Your Music on the Internet.”
• In May 2009, Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs Phyllis
Goldfarb was appointed to a six-year term on the Board of
Editors of the Clinical Law Review. Published at New York
University Law School, the publication is the peer-edited
academic journal of the national clinical legal education community. In September 2009, she was appointed by GW Executive
Vice President for Academic Affairs Donald Lehman to serve
on the university’s Advisory Council for the Center for Civic
Engagement and Public Service.
• In October 2009, ABC News interviewed Dean Goldfarb about
a prosecutor’s subpoena of student records and class materials
from the Innocence Project’s investigative journalism class at
Northwestern University. In January 2010, she was interviewed
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation about the constitutional implications of the same-sex marriage litigation taking
place in California.
• Managing Attorney Lisa Guffey and Executive Assistant
Milagros Tudela customized and installed a new electronic case
management system for the clinics in the summer of 2009, and
they coordinated training of clinic faculty, students, and staff in
how to use the system to track, monitor, and archive our cases. ★
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law firm associates respectively
assisting the International
Human Rights Clinic and the
Federal, Criminal, and Appellate
Clinic. Our Friedman Fellowship
program continues to blossom
with the addition of two new
fellows—Annie Smith and
Vanessa Batters—and the
graduation of our first Friedman
Fellows’ class. We had a fascinating experience hosting German
law student, Daniel Benighaus,
whose fall semester visit to the
GW Law Clinics is having ripple
effects for German legal
education (see page 2).
No newsletter from our
program would be complete
without stories of the extraordinary events that form the
everyday life and work of the
GW Law Clinics. You’ll find
those stories of academic,
professional, and personal
accomplishment here, too. We
hope that they capture the
quality of the clinical experience
and reveal the joy that we feel in
having been entrusted to educate
the next generation of lawyers
through the privilege of public
service. ★
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[ Selected Presentations and Publications ]
Susan Jones co-edited and
published the book, Building
Healthy Communities: A Guide to
Community Economic Development
for Advocates, Lawyers and
Policymakers (American Bar
Association, 2009). Covering
the history of the community
economic development
movement, its relationship to
the global economy, the
importance of nonprofit
organizations in the field, and
the key government financial
resources available, the book
documents themes and trends
in the field of community
economic development and
provides guidance for strengthening communities and
promoting their prosperity. She
also published the chapter
“Women and Microfinance,” in
the book Women & Politics
Around the World: A Comparative
History and Survey (Joyce Gelb
and Marian Lief Palley, eds.,
ABC-CLIO, 2009).
In October 2009, Professor
Jones delivered the keynote
address, “Perspectives on
Building Healthy Communities:
Microbusiness, Innovation and
Creativity in the Next Economy,” at the Sustainable Hudson
Valley Conference “The Next
Economy: Multicultural,
Innovative and Green” in
Poughkeepsie, New York. In
May 2009, she gave a talk, “The
Role of Lawyers in CommunityBased Wealth Building Strategies,” as a panelist at the
conference of the National
Legal Aid and Defender
Association in Orlando, Florida.
During the spring 2009
semester, Professor Jones was a
guest lecturer in the women’s
entrepreneurship leadership
class taught by Professor Kathy
Korman Frey, who teaches in
the Department of Management and is the associate
director of the Center for
Entrepreneurial Excellence.

Amanda Spratley, a
Friedman Fellow, co-authored
with Professor Jones the chapter
entitled “How Microenterprise
Development Contributes to
CED,” in Jones’ book Building
Healthy Communities.
Joan Meier published the
article, “A Historical Perspective
on Parental Alienation Syndrome and Parental Alienation,”
in 6 Journal of Child Custody 232
(2009). She also published a
chapter on this issue in Violence
Against Women in Families and
Relationships (Evan Stark and Eve
S. Buzawa, eds., Imprint
Praeger, 2009).
In January 2009, Professor
Meier spoke at a conference in
Tampa, Florida, on “Custody
Evaluations in Abuse Cases:
Problems and Responses,”
sponsored by the Florida
Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.
In March 2009, at the request
of the Department of State
International Visitor Leadership
Program, hosted by the
Meridian International Center,
Professor Meier delivered the
keynote presentation on
domestic violence to a delegation from Hungary. In April
2009, the State Department
brought her back to discuss the
American experience of
domestic violence at a program
titled “Combating Violence
Against Women: A Project for
the West Bank.”
In June 2009, Professor Meier
gave a talk titled, “Parental
Alienation in Family Court and
Child Welfare: Challenges and
Strategies” for the National
Summit on the Intersection of
Domestic Violence and Child
Welfare, hosted by the National
Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming. In October 2009,
she spoke on “Pitfalls in
Adjudications of Custody and
Abuse” at the Family Court

Domestic Violence Conference
of the D.C. Superior Court and
at the Mary Byron Foundation’s
National Summit to End
Domestic Violence, held in
Louisville, Kentucky, in
November 2009.
In December 2009, she
participated in a full-day
training for the Kansas Coalition Against Sexual and
Domestic Violence on “The
Reality of Custody Disputes:
Effective Representation of the
Victim of Sexual and Domestic
Violence.” Also that month, she
addressed the D.C. Volunteer
Lawyers’ Project on “Domestic
Violence and Custody in Family
Court.”
Arturo Carrillo presented a
paper on mass claims procedures in international law during
the GW Law faculty colloquium
series in summer 2009.
Subsequently, his article
“Transnational Mass Claims
Processes in International Law
and Practice” (co-authored with
Jason S. Palmer) was published
by the Berkeley Journal of
International Law (spring 2010).
His chapter, “Truth, Justice and
Reparations in Colombia: The
Path to Peace and Reconciliation?” was published in Colombia: Building Peace in a Time of
War (Virginia Bouvier, ed.,
United States Institute of Peace,
2009).
In November 2009, Professor
Carrillo gave a talk, “A Case
Study in Transnational Clinical
Collaboration: The GWU and
PUCP Amicus Briefs in the
Criminal Trial of Former
President Alberto Fujimori,” at
the Seminar of the Latin
American Network of Public
Interest and Human Rights
Legal Clinics, hosted by the
Universidad de Los Andes in
Bogotá, Colombia.
Carol Izumi presented her
article, “Implicit Bias and the
Illusion of Mediator Neutrality,”

at the November 2009
roundtable on “New Directions
in ADR and Clinical Legal
Education Scholarship,” held at
Washington University Law
School in St. Louis. Her article
will be published in Washington
University’s Journal of Law and
Practice in 2010. In April 2009,
Professor Izumi and Professor
Roger Fairfax gave a presentation on criminal case mediation
at the annual meeting of the
ABA Section of Dispute
Resolution in New York City. In
the summer of 2009, Izumi was
a guest lecturer on criminal case
mediation at Beijing Normal
University in China.
Joan Strand gave a presentation at a conference on
multi-jurisdictional parenting
coordination sponsored by the
American Psychological
Association in June 2009. The
conference focused on the
interface between psychology
and law, and her panel presented a view on these issues
from the bench and the bar. In
October 2009, she spoke on
partnerships between law
school clinics, local bar
associations, and community
organizations at the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation’s
Annual Meeting for Community Health Educators.
Alberto Benítez spoke on
the immigration consequences
of criminal convictions at a
Continuing Legal Education
program of the Young Lawyers
Conference of the Virginia
State Bar in April 2009.
Friedman Fellow Jenelle
Williams taught a class on
asylum law in GW’s Paralegal
Studies graduate program
during fall 2009. She also spoke
on a panel at the University of
the District of Columbia Law
School on the subject of
creating an immigration clinic.
On June 20, 2009, Professors
Benitez and Williams were

panelists at the forum “Aiding
Survivors of Torture: Medical
and Psychological Documentation of Asylum Seekers”
co-sponsored by the GW
Medical School and the
Physicians for Human Rights.
Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs Phyllis Goldfarb
served on the “Law and Death”
panel at the annual meeting of
the Conference on Law,
Culture, and the Humanities,
held at Brown University in
March 2010. Her talk was
titled, “Execution Protocols
and the Last Words of the
Condemned.”
Dean Goldfarb spoke on
storytelling and capital cases at
the Habeas Corpus Training
Institute for death penalty
litigators, held at Cornell Law
School in September 2009, and
she presented a paper at the
November 2009 Law &
Literature Roundtable at
Albany Law School. In May
2009, she presented a paper on
“Learning from Exoneration” at
the Annual Meeting of the Law
and Society Association, held in
Denver. In July 2009, she
presented a paper on the race
issues implicated in a capital
exoneration case in Alabama at
the Applied Storytelling
Conference, held at Lewis &
Clark Law School in Portland,
Oregon. In May 2009, in
Cleveland, Ohio, Dean
Goldfarb spoke on “Filmmaking as an Advocacy Tool in
Clinical Legal Education,” at
the Conference on Clinical
Legal Education, sponsored by
the Association of American
Law Schools.
“American Ways of Death” by
Phyllis Goldfarb was published
as the lead book review in 27
Law and History Review 3 (Fall
2009).★

[ kudos ]

Prof. Susan Jones with her mother Dr. Shirley J. Jones at the
Insight Center awards ceremony.

• On November 12, 2009, the Insight Center for Community
Economic Development recognized Susan Jones for her
leadership, innovation, and longstanding commitment to
community economic development by naming her one of its
honorees at its 40th anniversary dinner. Many clinic faculty and
staff attended the dinner at which Professor Jones’s contributions
were recognized.
• In May 2009, Professor Jones and Friedman Fellow Amanda
Spratley, on behalf of the Small Business and Community
Economic Development Clinic, co-hosted with the Washington
Area Music Association a public seminar on “Legal and Business
Aspects of Marketing Your Music on the Internet.”
• In May 2009, Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs Phyllis
Goldfarb was appointed to a six-year term on the Board of
Editors of the Clinical Law Review. Published at New York
University Law School, the publication is the peer-edited
academic journal of the national clinical legal education community. In September 2009, she was appointed by GW Executive
Vice President for Academic Affairs Donald Lehman to serve
on the university’s Advisory Council for the Center for Civic
Engagement and Public Service.
• In October 2009, ABC News interviewed Dean Goldfarb about
a prosecutor’s subpoena of student records and class materials
from the Innocence Project’s investigative journalism class at
Northwestern University. In January 2010, she was interviewed
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation about the constitutional implications of the same-sex marriage litigation taking
place in California.
• Managing Attorney Lisa Guffey and Executive Assistant
Milagros Tudela customized and installed a new electronic case
management system for the clinics in the summer of 2009, and
they coordinated training of clinic faculty, students, and staff in
how to use the system to track, monitor, and archive our cases. ★
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whose fall semester visit to the
GW Law Clinics is having ripple
effects for German legal
education (see page 2).
No newsletter from our
program would be complete
without stories of the extraordinary events that form the
everyday life and work of the
GW Law Clinics. You’ll find
those stories of academic,
professional, and personal
accomplishment here, too. We
hope that they capture the
quality of the clinical experience
and reveal the joy that we feel in
having been entrusted to educate
the next generation of lawyers
through the privilege of public
service. ★
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PROJECT AND DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE LEGAL
EMPOWER MENT AND
APPEALS PROJECT
(DV LEAP)

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden
with Prof. Joan Meier

Students in the Domestic
Violence Project (DVP) work as
domestic violence lawyers with
public interest and pro bono
lawyers in the field through
placements in local and national
legal organizations, including DV
LEAP. During the year, several
DVP students, including Hannah
Geyer (J.D. ’11), Katie Heckert
(J.D. ’10), and Jeff Lau (J.D. ’11)
worked with DV LEAP on its
large docket of appellate cases
before the U.S. Supreme Court
and state courts of appeal.
For example, Hannah Geyer
assisted DV LEAP in filing an
amicus brief to the Supreme
Court in a case involving the
scope of “return” remedies under
the Hague Convention on
International Child Abduction.
DV LEAP’s brief urged the court
to consider the problem of
domestic violence when assessing
remedies under the convention,
demonstrating that the majority
of those subject to the convention are women who flee with
their children to escape abuse
and arguing that the case before
the court, although not litigated
as such, was in fact a domestic
violence case. For DV LEAP’s
brief in another case before the

Supreme Court, Jeff Lau
conducted national research on
the right of victims to enforce
protection orders through
criminal contempt. In a state
court appeal, Katie Heckert
assisted in researching and
drafting a brief about due process
rights that had been violated in a
custody and abuse case.
During the course of the year,
Heather Stover (J.D. ’10), Margot
Weisberg (J.D. ’11), Julia Stolberg
(J.D. ’10), and Ben Rashbaum
(J.D. ’10) assisted the National
Network to End Domestic
Violence in preparing the
reauthorization of the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA).
Their work included gathering
and analyzing reports from the
field on the efficacy of VAWA in
practice. Through their
respective placements at the
Tahirih Justice Center, Break the
Cycle, and Women Empowered
Against Violence (WEAVE),
Anne Sidwell (J.D. ’11), Farah
Sheriff (J.D. ’10), Tory Rivapalacio (J.D. ’10), and Brittany
Honeyman (J.D. ’10) assisted in
the provision of direct legal
services to immigrant women
and victims of abuse. Liz
Westbrooke (J.D. ’10), Robert
Boden (J.D. ’10), Ashley Inderfurth (J.D. ’10), and Betty
Gonzalez (J.D. ’10) prosecuted
domestic violence offenses at the
State Attorney’s Office of Prince
George’s County, Maryland.
During his DVP semester,
student-attorney Rob Boden
developed a memorandum for
the Maryland State Attorney’s
Office that contained practical
proposals to assist prosecutors in
managing the prosecution of
domestic violence cases in which
the victims are ambivalent about
the prosecutions. Boden
followed his DVP experience
with an internship in another
state attorney’s office and hopes
to pursue a career as a prosecutor.
As a result of her DVP experi-

ence prosecuting domestic
violence, Liz Westbrooke, too,
has decided to begin her career
as a prosecutor. She credits DVP
with her interviewing success.
“Being able to discuss my clinical
experiences during interviews is
invaluable. I know it’s definitely
gotten me in the door at certain
offices in a difficult economic
climate,” she observes.
Also of note: During the fall
2009 semester, Professor Joan
Meier was invited by Vice
President Joseph Biden to the
10th Anniversary Gala for
VAWA. As a senator, the vice
president wrote and introduced
the original VAWA legislation.
Professor Meier attended the
gala and had the opportunity
to speak directly to the vice
president about her perceptions
of the key areas in the domestic
violence field where federal intervention may make a difference.

FEDER AL, CRIMINAL,
AND APPELLATE CLINIC

Student-attorneys in the Federal,
Criminal, and Appellate Clinic
(FAC) conduct appellate
litigation in criminal cases, from
issue spotting and brief writing
through oral argument before the
Maryland Court of Special
Appeals. The clinic has already
filed 28 appellate briefs and
petitions for writs of certiorari
this year, with more to be filed
before the year concludes.
During the 2009-2010 academic
year, FAC student-attorneys

Prof. Anne Olesen, Director
of the Federal, Criminal, and
Appellate Clinic

presented 10 oral arguments
before the Maryland Court of
Special Appeals on a variety of
issues. These issues include
whether the state exercised its
peremptory challenges in a
discriminatory manner, whether a
judge improperly instructed a jury
on the flight of the defendant
when the identity of the person
who ran was in question, and
whether the state made improper
remarks in closing by personally
vouching for the truthfulness of
the state’s witnesses and
asserting that the defendant’s
testimony was “not true.”
Earlier this year, FAC students
learned that they had prevailed
on an issue of first impression in
Maryland, winning a reversal of
their client’s conviction. In the
process, the Maryland appellate
court clarified the limits on the
admission at trial for impeachment purposes of a defendant’s
prior criminal record. In
reporting on the case, The Daily
Record of Baltimore noted that
the appellant had been “represented by a George Washington
University law student, Kelsey
Ciluffo, and her supervisor, Anne
K. Olesen, through the law
school’s Federal, Criminal and
Appellate Clinic.” One of FAC’s
clients brought the article to
Professor Olesen’s attention.
The clinic also broke new
pedagogical ground this year. In

the spring 2010 semester, FAC
hosted a joint program with the
Criminal Justice Clinic of
American University’s Washington College of Law and the
Criminal Division of the D.C.
Law Students in Court program.
After observing student-attorneys from each of the other
programs during trial level and
appellate court appearances in
Maryland and D.C., the three
clinic classes met together to
compare their cross-jurisdictional perspectives on trial court
and appellate court adjudications
of criminal cases. Judging by the
students’ engagement and
insights, this innovative crossclinic pedagogy proved of
tremendous value in broadening
and deepening students’
perspectives on the challenging
issues raised by city, county, and
state criminal justice systems.

HEALTH RIGHTS LAW
CLINIC

Visiting Prof. Hilary Dalin

Kevin Burdris (J.D. ’10) and
Stephanie Patton (J.D. ’10), student-attorneys in the Federal,
Criminal, and Appellate Clinic,
presenting to joint class with
D.C. Law Students in Court and
American University’s Criminal
Justice Clinic.

This year, students in the Health
Rights Law Clinic helped many
D.C. residents address health
care needs. Working with D.C.’s
Health Insurance Counseling
Project (SHIP), students assisted
clients with Medicare and
Medicaid benefits and a variety
of other health law matters.
Visiting Professor Hilary Dalin,
an experienced health care
advocate from the National
Council on Aging taught and
continued on page 8
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Virginia. Once again, student
mediators had a busy and
successful year, helping opposing
parties reach mutually agreeable
resolutions to their disputes.
In September 2009, the clinic
was featured during an evening
news broadcast in a televised
story by NBC-4 consumer
reporter Liz Crenshaw. Following this news report, the clinic
Prof. Joan Strand (far left) and Friedman Fellow Vanessa Batters (far
received more than 150 requests
right) with student-attorneys in the Civil and Family Litigation Clinic.
for mediation services. Students
conducted 35 mediations in a vast
CIVIL AND FA MILY
withhold money from the
array of consumer matters such
LITIGATION CLINIC
father’s monthly paycheck to
as disputes involving hotel
satisfy the prior arrearages.
reservations, car repairs, utility
Student-attorneys in the Civil
Relying on a D.C. statute barring
bills, home improvement
and Family Litigation Clinic
enforcement of judgments that
contracts, and dental billing and
represent indigent persons in a
have not been pursued for 12
services. This year’s successful
variety of family law cases,
years or more, Leon was able to
resolutions included refund of an
including divorce, custody, and
argue successfully that enforceinternational airline ticket,
child support disputes before the ment of the support order and
settlement of a cell phone billing
Superior Court of the District of
collection of the arrearages must
dispute, waiver of credit card
Columbia. This year, each
be terminated. In addition to
fees, correction of a hospital
student-attorney argued motions
stopping the garnishment of the
billing error, refund of charges
before judges in the Domestic
father’s check, the court granted
for faulty car repairs, and
Relations branch of Family
Ms. Leon’s request to order the
corrections to a student tranCourt, in addition to interviewreturn of all monies placed in
script.
ing and counseling clients,
escrow, resulting in the disburseIn its ninth year of operation,
managing discovery, drafting and
ment of more than $5,000 to the
the
Community Dispute
filing motions, negotiating with
clinic’s client.
Resolution
Center Project
the Office of the Attorney
In other cases, student-attorcontinued
its
relationship with
General for the District of
neys represented clients in
the
U.S.
Attorney’s
Office for the
Columbia, and handling all other
complicated third-party custody
District
of
Columbia.
Students
aspects of representation.
disputes, in a breach of contract
mediated
adult
misdemeanor
These students’ cases are often dispute, and in divorce proceedcases referred by the U.S.
complex and life altering. For
ings, including the divorce case
Attorney’s Community Misdeexample, in a procedurally
of a mentally disabled client. In
meanor Mediation Service.
challenging child-support case,
addition to representing their
Typical cases included charges of
student-attorney Danielle Leon
clients, student-attorneys staffed
assault, destruction of property,
(J.D.’ 10) persuaded the judge to
the D.C. Superior Court
threats, and workplace-related
terminate her indigent client’s
Self-Help Center several times
disputes.
child support obligation and
during the year, providing legal
eliminate arrearages accrued
information on family law issues
under a 35-year-old court order.
to pro se litigants who came to
All but one of the children
seek legal assistance.
named in the 1974 petition had
reached the age of majority by
1982. The remaining child was
CONSUMER MEDIATION
adopted at the age of 15 by an
CLINIC AND COMMUNITY
alternate guardian, but because
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
notice of her adoption was never
CENTER PROJECT
received by the court, the
The Consumer Mediation Clinic
biological father’s child support
continued its long tradition of
obligation continued to accrue
providing free mediation services
until 1990. Years later, the
to local consumers and busiDistrict of Columbia began to
Retiring Prof. Carol Izumi
nesses in D.C., Maryland, and
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with an internship in another
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has decided to begin her career
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with her interviewing success.
“Being able to discuss my clinical
experiences during interviews is
invaluable. I know it’s definitely
gotten me in the door at certain
offices in a difficult economic
climate,” she observes.
Also of note: During the fall
2009 semester, Professor Joan
Meier was invited by Vice
President Joseph Biden to the
10th Anniversary Gala for
VAWA. As a senator, the vice
president wrote and introduced
the original VAWA legislation.
Professor Meier attended the
gala and had the opportunity
to speak directly to the vice
president about her perceptions
of the key areas in the domestic
violence field where federal intervention may make a difference.
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Student-attorneys in the Federal,
Criminal, and Appellate Clinic
(FAC) conduct appellate
litigation in criminal cases, from
issue spotting and brief writing
through oral argument before the
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this year, with more to be filed
before the year concludes.
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presented 10 oral arguments
before the Maryland Court of
Special Appeals on a variety of
issues. These issues include
whether the state exercised its
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when the identity of the person
who ran was in question, and
whether the state made improper
remarks in closing by personally
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on an issue of first impression in
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court clarified the limits on the
admission at trial for impeachment purposes of a defendant’s
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hosted a joint program with the
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Criminal Division of the D.C.
Law Students in Court program.
After observing student-attorneys from each of the other
programs during trial level and
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Maryland and D.C., the three
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compare their cross-jurisdictional perspectives on trial court
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of criminal cases. Judging by the
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tremendous value in broadening
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perspectives on the challenging
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In other cases, student-attorcontinued
its
relationship with
General for the District of
neys represented clients in
the
U.S.
Attorney’s
Office for the
Columbia, and handling all other
complicated third-party custody
District
of
Columbia.
Students
aspects of representation.
disputes, in a breach of contract
mediated
adult
misdemeanor
These students’ cases are often dispute, and in divorce proceedcases referred by the U.S.
complex and life altering. For
ings, including the divorce case
Attorney’s Community Misdeexample, in a procedurally
of a mentally disabled client. In
meanor Mediation Service.
challenging child-support case,
addition to representing their
Typical cases included charges of
student-attorney Danielle Leon
clients, student-attorneys staffed
assault, destruction of property,
(J.D.’ 10) persuaded the judge to
the D.C. Superior Court
threats, and workplace-related
terminate her indigent client’s
Self-Help Center several times
disputes.
child support obligation and
during the year, providing legal
eliminate arrearages accrued
information on family law issues
under a 35-year-old court order.
to pro se litigants who came to
All but one of the children
seek legal assistance.
named in the 1974 petition had
reached the age of majority by
1982. The remaining child was
CONSUMER MEDIATION
adopted at the age of 15 by an
CLINIC AND COMMUNITY
alternate guardian, but because
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
notice of her adoption was never
CENTER PROJECT
received by the court, the
The Consumer Mediation Clinic
biological father’s child support
continued its long tradition of
obligation continued to accrue
providing free mediation services
until 1990. Years later, the
to local consumers and busiDistrict of Columbia began to
Retiring Prof. Carol Izumi
nesses in D.C., Maryland, and
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supervised the students.
Professor Suzanne Jackson, who
was on sabbatical during the
2009–2010 academic year, will
return as director of the clinic in
2010.
In the spring semester, clinic
students Katherine Carroll
(J.D. ’10), Timothy Kelly (J.D. ’11),
Phillip Lavigne (J.D. ’10),
Caroline Manne (J.D. ’10), and
Christina Totino (J.D. ’10) helped
elderly low-income residents of
D.C. gain relief from erroneous
medical bills. So, too, did Ross
Margulies (J.D. ’12), an evening
student, who with his clinic
classmates assisted a number of
low-income elders and young
adults living with disabilities in
applying for and enrolling in a
newly expanded Medicare
program that rendered their
health care more affordable.
When applications were delayed
or wrongfully denied, the
students effectively advocated
for correct decisions on behalf of
their eligible clients.
During the epic snowstorms
that paralyzed the Washington,
D.C., area this winter, Christina
Totino helped a client with an
emergency that arose when she
was involuntarily disenrolled
from the Medicare drug plan
through which the client
obtained life-saving medications.
Despite being snowbound,
Totino was a fervent advocate.
When her advocacy with
Medicare’s drug plan administrators proved futile, she turned to
the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and, ultimately, to the Medicare Beneficiary Ombudsman. After reading
Totino’s summary of the facts
and law, the ombudsman ordered
the client to be re-enrolled in her
Medicare drug plan. As a result of
Totino’s advocacy, the client
never lacked the medications on
which her life and well-being
depend.

IMMIGR ATION CLINIC

In March 2010, the Immigration
Clinic, directed by Professor
Alberto Benítez, celebrated its
30th anniversary with a luncheon
that brought current Immigration Clinic students together
with Immigration Clinic alumni,
immigration court judges, court
personnel, other clinic colleagues,
law school administrators,
faculty, and many other supporters. In the months preceding the
event, Immigration Clinic
students obtained victory after
victory on behalf of their clients.
Amisha Patel (J.D. ’10) and
Susan Bishai (J.D. ’10) obtained
asylum for a Liberian broadcast
journalist. The journalist had
been brutalized, along with his
family, for his courageous
investigative reporting. The
clinic is now working to bring the
journalist’s family to the United
States. Patel also filed the
naturalization applications of
two clients, one from the Sudan
and one from Peru. These
applications were granted during
the fall semester.
Rachael Petterson (J.D. ’10)
obtained asylum for a client from
El Salvador, who was a victim of
domestic violence. Petterson is
now working to bring her client’s
four children to the United
States. Megan Bartley (J.D. ’11)
obtained asylum for a client from
Kenya, who was persecuted on
the basis of her tribal affiliation.
Jonathan Bialosky (J.D. ’10)
persuaded the trial attorney from

Immigration and Customs
Enforcement that there were
valid legal grounds to cancel the
removal proceedings against his
client from Ethiopia. After a
two-year struggle, Dana Parsons
(J.D. ’10) obtained employment
authorization for her client from
El Salvador.
Alexa McDonnell (J.D. ’10)
obtained asylum for a client from
Cameroon, who was incarcerated
after being falsely accused of
instigating protests. McDonnell
merits special recognition
because she suffered the death of
her father just one week prior to
the hearing in the case. After
graduation, she will continue her
work in immigration law as a
judicial law clerk assigned to an
immigration court.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS CLINIC

In the fall semester, three
student-attorneys from the
International Human Rights
Clinic (IHRC)—Derek Hanson
(J.D. ’10), Ashley Inderfurth
(J.D. ’10), and Michelle Kline
(J.D. ’10)—traveled to Kingston,
Jamaica, to interview clients and
investigate the facts in cases of
abusive police practices,
including arbitrary arrests and
extrajudicial executions. After
meeting with their clients and
their colleagues from Jamaicans
for Justice (the IHRC’s organizational partner in Jamaica), the
student-attorneys drafted

Prof. Alberto Benitez (far left) and Friedman Fellow Jenelle
Williams (bottom left) with Immigration Clinic student-attorneys.

IHRC client Clifford
Wedderburn (center), with
Prof. Arturo Carrillo (left)
and clinic student-attorney
Derek Hanson (J.D. ’10) in
Kingston, Jamaica.

petitions seeking declaratory
and other relief from the
Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights.
In December 2009, the IHRC
and its partner, Human Rights
First, filed a test case with the
Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights on behalf of
Principe Gabriel Gonzalez
Arango. Gonzalez, a respected
Colombian human rights
defender and a member of the
Colombian Political Prisoners
Solidarity Committee, suffered
years of arbitrary and unjust
persecution by the Colombian
judicial system. Gonzalez had
been released after one-and-ahalf years in jail when a judge
acquitted him on the charges of
rebellion for which he was being
held. Two years later, an
appellate court overturned the
lower court’s acquittal and
sentenced Gonzalez to seven
years of imprisonment. The sole
basis for the appellate court’s
decision was the testimony of
two former guerillas who were
never cross-examined, one of
whom has since recanted. After a
subsequent appeal to the
Colombian Supreme Court was
denied in 2009, the IHRC
brought Gonzalez’s case before
the Inter-American Commission
to draw attention to the problem
of baseless persecutions of
human rights defenders in
Colombia and other nations
around the world.

In March 2010, Professor
Arturo Carrillo, director of the
IHRC, and two former clinic
students, Courtney Hague (J.D.
’09) and Camille Aponte-Rossini
(J.D. ’09), were featured speakers
at the Universidad del Rosario in
Bogota, Colombia, for a comparative law conference on class
actions in human rights cases.
The IHRC team presented its
research on human rights class
actions and collaborated with a
Universidad del Rosario team in
presenting information on
collective actions in the InterAmerican human rights system.
Although she was not in
attendance at the conference,
France Bognon (J.D. ’10) was an
active member of the IHRC class
action research team. Organizers
of the Colombian conference
plan to publish a book collecting
the research presented, and the
IHRC researchers will author
two of its chapters.
The IHRC founded a groundbreaking federal litigation project
this year to aid victims of human
labor trafficking. To learn more
about this project, see page 1.

PUBLIC JUSTICE
ADVOCACY CLINIC

Prof. Jeffrey Gutman, Director,
Public Justice Advocacy Clinic

The Public Justice Advocacy
Clinic (PJAC) litigates on behalf
of clients in employment law
cases involving wage and hour
claims, unemployment compensation, and disability discrimina-

tion. This year, PJAC studentattorneys reached several
favorable settlements on behalf
of their clients, who recovered
unpaid wages, obtained damages
for breach of contract, and won a
motion for summary judgment
and attorneys’ fees in a longrunning case. During the spring
semester, PJAC clients prevailed
in three unemployment cases.
PJAC created systemic change
through one of its recent cases by
obtaining a litigation settlement
through which homeless shelters
in the District of Columbia will
now provide accommodations
for physically disabled persons.
Clinic students negotiated a
far-reaching settlement on behalf
of their client—a wheelchairbound, single, homeless mother
of two—who suffered significant,
repeated injuries resulting from a
lack of adequate accommodations while living in two D.C.
homeless shelters. Demonstrating that the homeless shelter
program lacked policies and
protocols for accommodating
disabled persons, the clinic
obtained not only monetary
compensation for the client, but
also the promulgation of written
policies and procedures for the
assessment of reasonable
accommodation requests by
disabled persons and the creation
of grievance procedures for the
resolution of disability rights
complaints.
PJAC students have
researched and drafted complaints this year on behalf of two
other families residing in
homeless shelters that have failed
to accommodate their physical
and dietary needs. The clinic also
has briefed a motion for
summary judgment on behalf of
the plaintiff class in Lightfoot v.
District of Columbia, a federal class
action on behalf of municipal
employees whose disability
compensation benefits were
terminated between 1998 and
2005. In this case, the Statement
of Undisputed Facts alone was

several hundred pages long and
was accompanied by thousands
of pages of documents supporting the claim. In a cross-clinic
collaboration, PJAC teamed with
the International Human Rights
Clinic (IHRC) to sue the
Securities and Exchange
Commission for its failure to
respond to Freedom of Information Act requests filed in 2008 by
GW’s National Security Archive.
The requested documents
concern the ties maintained by
Chiquita Brand International
with right-wing paramilitary
organizations in Colombia, an
issue implicated in a case on the
docket of the IHRC.

SMALL BUSINESS AND
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT CLINIC

Fidel Garcia depended on friends
for business advice and muchneeded start-up capital to launch
Capital Pilates, but he turned to
the Small Business and Community Economic Development
(SBCED) Clinic when he needed
legal support. Garcia had just
secured space for his new pilates
studio when he met studentattorneys Christine Corkran (J.D.
’10) and Sharyn Ortega (J.D. ’10)
early in the fall 2009 semester.
In a few short months,
Corkran and Ortega helped
Garcia obtain his business
license, create a privacy policy for
his web site, and draft a waiver of
liability form for customers to
sign. During the holidays, the
students joined him on the
hardwood floor of his well-lit
studio for a party to celebrate his
business’ grand opening. In the
midst of celebrating, Mr. Garcia
was already making plans for
expansion, asking the SBCED
Clinic to draft a subcontractor
agreement that would enable him
to hire new teachers for his classes.
Student-attorneys in the
SBCED Clinic also provided
legal assistance this year to an
organization of sign-language

interpreters for the performing
arts. Sign Performing Artists,
Inc. (SPA), was created with the
goal of addressing the needs of
the deaf and hard-of-hearing
communities by training sign
language interpreters with special
expertise in the performing arts
and providing their services at
arts performances throughout
the greater D.C. area. When SPA
founders needed help establishing their non-profit, they asked
the SBCED Clinic for guidance.
During the fall 2009 semester, SBCED students Monica
Corrine Moran (J.D. ’10) and
Tomer Alcalay (J.D. ’10) did some
initial work with SPA. Over the
course of the spring semester,
Andrew Frohlich (J.D. ’10) and
Lily Samet (J.D. ’10) did more
work on the client’s behalf,
amending their Articles of
Incorporation, drafting their
bylaws, helping to file required
documents with the D.C.
Department of Consumer and

Client Fidel Garcia (center) with
student-attorneys Christine
Corkran and Sharyn Ortega

Regulatory Affairs, and submitting a complete application for a
501(c)(3) tax exemption to the
Internal Revenue Service.
Through this work, the clinic
has helped SPA to take important first steps towards achieving its mission of making the
performing arts accessible for
deaf and hard-of-hearing people
living in the D.C. area.
As SBCED Clinic studentattorneys assisted these and
other clients during the
academic year, they were guided
by Visiting Professor Paulette
Williams, who teaches a similar
clinic at the University of
continued on page 10
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supervised the students.
Professor Suzanne Jackson, who
was on sabbatical during the
2009–2010 academic year, will
return as director of the clinic in
2010.
In the spring semester, clinic
students Katherine Carroll
(J.D. ’10), Timothy Kelly (J.D. ’11),
Phillip Lavigne (J.D. ’10),
Caroline Manne (J.D. ’10), and
Christina Totino (J.D. ’10) helped
elderly low-income residents of
D.C. gain relief from erroneous
medical bills. So, too, did Ross
Margulies (J.D. ’12), an evening
student, who with his clinic
classmates assisted a number of
low-income elders and young
adults living with disabilities in
applying for and enrolling in a
newly expanded Medicare
program that rendered their
health care more affordable.
When applications were delayed
or wrongfully denied, the
students effectively advocated
for correct decisions on behalf of
their eligible clients.
During the epic snowstorms
that paralyzed the Washington,
D.C., area this winter, Christina
Totino helped a client with an
emergency that arose when she
was involuntarily disenrolled
from the Medicare drug plan
through which the client
obtained life-saving medications.
Despite being snowbound,
Totino was a fervent advocate.
When her advocacy with
Medicare’s drug plan administrators proved futile, she turned to
the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and, ultimately, to the Medicare Beneficiary Ombudsman. After reading
Totino’s summary of the facts
and law, the ombudsman ordered
the client to be re-enrolled in her
Medicare drug plan. As a result of
Totino’s advocacy, the client
never lacked the medications on
which her life and well-being
depend.

IMMIGR ATION CLINIC

In March 2010, the Immigration
Clinic, directed by Professor
Alberto Benítez, celebrated its
30th anniversary with a luncheon
that brought current Immigration Clinic students together
with Immigration Clinic alumni,
immigration court judges, court
personnel, other clinic colleagues,
law school administrators,
faculty, and many other supporters. In the months preceding the
event, Immigration Clinic
students obtained victory after
victory on behalf of their clients.
Amisha Patel (J.D. ’10) and
Susan Bishai (J.D. ’10) obtained
asylum for a Liberian broadcast
journalist. The journalist had
been brutalized, along with his
family, for his courageous
investigative reporting. The
clinic is now working to bring the
journalist’s family to the United
States. Patel also filed the
naturalization applications of
two clients, one from the Sudan
and one from Peru. These
applications were granted during
the fall semester.
Rachael Petterson (J.D. ’10)
obtained asylum for a client from
El Salvador, who was a victim of
domestic violence. Petterson is
now working to bring her client’s
four children to the United
States. Megan Bartley (J.D. ’11)
obtained asylum for a client from
Kenya, who was persecuted on
the basis of her tribal affiliation.
Jonathan Bialosky (J.D. ’10)
persuaded the trial attorney from

Immigration and Customs
Enforcement that there were
valid legal grounds to cancel the
removal proceedings against his
client from Ethiopia. After a
two-year struggle, Dana Parsons
(J.D. ’10) obtained employment
authorization for her client from
El Salvador.
Alexa McDonnell (J.D. ’10)
obtained asylum for a client from
Cameroon, who was incarcerated
after being falsely accused of
instigating protests. McDonnell
merits special recognition
because she suffered the death of
her father just one week prior to
the hearing in the case. After
graduation, she will continue her
work in immigration law as a
judicial law clerk assigned to an
immigration court.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS CLINIC

In the fall semester, three
student-attorneys from the
International Human Rights
Clinic (IHRC)—Derek Hanson
(J.D. ’10), Ashley Inderfurth
(J.D. ’10), and Michelle Kline
(J.D. ’10)—traveled to Kingston,
Jamaica, to interview clients and
investigate the facts in cases of
abusive police practices,
including arbitrary arrests and
extrajudicial executions. After
meeting with their clients and
their colleagues from Jamaicans
for Justice (the IHRC’s organizational partner in Jamaica), the
student-attorneys drafted

Prof. Alberto Benitez (far left) and Friedman Fellow Jenelle
Williams (bottom left) with Immigration Clinic student-attorneys.

IHRC client Clifford
Wedderburn (center), with
Prof. Arturo Carrillo (left)
and clinic student-attorney
Derek Hanson (J.D. ’10) in
Kingston, Jamaica.

petitions seeking declaratory
and other relief from the
Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights.
In December 2009, the IHRC
and its partner, Human Rights
First, filed a test case with the
Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights on behalf of
Principe Gabriel Gonzalez
Arango. Gonzalez, a respected
Colombian human rights
defender and a member of the
Colombian Political Prisoners
Solidarity Committee, suffered
years of arbitrary and unjust
persecution by the Colombian
judicial system. Gonzalez had
been released after one-and-ahalf years in jail when a judge
acquitted him on the charges of
rebellion for which he was being
held. Two years later, an
appellate court overturned the
lower court’s acquittal and
sentenced Gonzalez to seven
years of imprisonment. The sole
basis for the appellate court’s
decision was the testimony of
two former guerillas who were
never cross-examined, one of
whom has since recanted. After a
subsequent appeal to the
Colombian Supreme Court was
denied in 2009, the IHRC
brought Gonzalez’s case before
the Inter-American Commission
to draw attention to the problem
of baseless persecutions of
human rights defenders in
Colombia and other nations
around the world.

In March 2010, Professor
Arturo Carrillo, director of the
IHRC, and two former clinic
students, Courtney Hague (J.D.
’09) and Camille Aponte-Rossini
(J.D. ’09), were featured speakers
at the Universidad del Rosario in
Bogota, Colombia, for a comparative law conference on class
actions in human rights cases.
The IHRC team presented its
research on human rights class
actions and collaborated with a
Universidad del Rosario team in
presenting information on
collective actions in the InterAmerican human rights system.
Although she was not in
attendance at the conference,
France Bognon (J.D. ’10) was an
active member of the IHRC class
action research team. Organizers
of the Colombian conference
plan to publish a book collecting
the research presented, and the
IHRC researchers will author
two of its chapters.
The IHRC founded a groundbreaking federal litigation project
this year to aid victims of human
labor trafficking. To learn more
about this project, see page 1.

PUBLIC JUSTICE
ADVOCACY CLINIC

Prof. Jeffrey Gutman, Director,
Public Justice Advocacy Clinic

The Public Justice Advocacy
Clinic (PJAC) litigates on behalf
of clients in employment law
cases involving wage and hour
claims, unemployment compensation, and disability discrimina-

tion. This year, PJAC studentattorneys reached several
favorable settlements on behalf
of their clients, who recovered
unpaid wages, obtained damages
for breach of contract, and won a
motion for summary judgment
and attorneys’ fees in a longrunning case. During the spring
semester, PJAC clients prevailed
in three unemployment cases.
PJAC created systemic change
through one of its recent cases by
obtaining a litigation settlement
through which homeless shelters
in the District of Columbia will
now provide accommodations
for physically disabled persons.
Clinic students negotiated a
far-reaching settlement on behalf
of their client—a wheelchairbound, single, homeless mother
of two—who suffered significant,
repeated injuries resulting from a
lack of adequate accommodations while living in two D.C.
homeless shelters. Demonstrating that the homeless shelter
program lacked policies and
protocols for accommodating
disabled persons, the clinic
obtained not only monetary
compensation for the client, but
also the promulgation of written
policies and procedures for the
assessment of reasonable
accommodation requests by
disabled persons and the creation
of grievance procedures for the
resolution of disability rights
complaints.
PJAC students have
researched and drafted complaints this year on behalf of two
other families residing in
homeless shelters that have failed
to accommodate their physical
and dietary needs. The clinic also
has briefed a motion for
summary judgment on behalf of
the plaintiff class in Lightfoot v.
District of Columbia, a federal class
action on behalf of municipal
employees whose disability
compensation benefits were
terminated between 1998 and
2005. In this case, the Statement
of Undisputed Facts alone was

several hundred pages long and
was accompanied by thousands
of pages of documents supporting the claim. In a cross-clinic
collaboration, PJAC teamed with
the International Human Rights
Clinic (IHRC) to sue the
Securities and Exchange
Commission for its failure to
respond to Freedom of Information Act requests filed in 2008 by
GW’s National Security Archive.
The requested documents
concern the ties maintained by
Chiquita Brand International
with right-wing paramilitary
organizations in Colombia, an
issue implicated in a case on the
docket of the IHRC.

SMALL BUSINESS AND
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT CLINIC

Fidel Garcia depended on friends
for business advice and muchneeded start-up capital to launch
Capital Pilates, but he turned to
the Small Business and Community Economic Development
(SBCED) Clinic when he needed
legal support. Garcia had just
secured space for his new pilates
studio when he met studentattorneys Christine Corkran (J.D.
’10) and Sharyn Ortega (J.D. ’10)
early in the fall 2009 semester.
In a few short months,
Corkran and Ortega helped
Garcia obtain his business
license, create a privacy policy for
his web site, and draft a waiver of
liability form for customers to
sign. During the holidays, the
students joined him on the
hardwood floor of his well-lit
studio for a party to celebrate his
business’ grand opening. In the
midst of celebrating, Mr. Garcia
was already making plans for
expansion, asking the SBCED
Clinic to draft a subcontractor
agreement that would enable him
to hire new teachers for his classes.
Student-attorneys in the
SBCED Clinic also provided
legal assistance this year to an
organization of sign-language

interpreters for the performing
arts. Sign Performing Artists,
Inc. (SPA), was created with the
goal of addressing the needs of
the deaf and hard-of-hearing
communities by training sign
language interpreters with special
expertise in the performing arts
and providing their services at
arts performances throughout
the greater D.C. area. When SPA
founders needed help establishing their non-profit, they asked
the SBCED Clinic for guidance.
During the fall 2009 semester, SBCED students Monica
Corrine Moran (J.D. ’10) and
Tomer Alcalay (J.D. ’10) did some
initial work with SPA. Over the
course of the spring semester,
Andrew Frohlich (J.D. ’10) and
Lily Samet (J.D. ’10) did more
work on the client’s behalf,
amending their Articles of
Incorporation, drafting their
bylaws, helping to file required
documents with the D.C.
Department of Consumer and

Client Fidel Garcia (center) with
student-attorneys Christine
Corkran and Sharyn Ortega

Regulatory Affairs, and submitting a complete application for a
501(c)(3) tax exemption to the
Internal Revenue Service.
Through this work, the clinic
has helped SPA to take important first steps towards achieving its mission of making the
performing arts accessible for
deaf and hard-of-hearing people
living in the D.C. area.
As SBCED Clinic studentattorneys assisted these and
other clients during the
academic year, they were guided
by Visiting Professor Paulette
Williams, who teaches a similar
clinic at the University of
continued on page 10
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Tennessee College of Law, her
home institution. Professor
Williams ably ran the clinic
while Professor Susan Jones was
on sabbatical. We will miss
Professor Williams when she
returns to Tennessee, but we
look forward to Professor
Jones’s return in the fall.

VACCINE INJURY CLINIC

This year, student-attorneys Amy
Siadak (J.D. ’11) and Liana Yung
(J.D. ’11) of the Vaccine Injury
Clinic won a case, involving the
vaccination injury of a young
man who came to the clinic
seeking representation. From a
vaccination that he had received
years earlier, the client experienced weakness and atrophy in
his left arm and shoulder,
rendering him unable to pursue
his carpentry career. Because of
the students’ work, the client was
awarded substantial funds from
the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program to cover his
medical and therapeutic needs as
he re-examines the direction of
his career and copes with his
significant physical limitations.
During settlement negotiations,
Siadak and Yung worked with

Student-attorneys in the Vaccine Injury Clinic reviewing medical
records with Prof. Carlo Tornatore, Georgetown Medical School.

The IHRC’s trafficking
litigation project is coordinated
and supervised by Friedman
Fellow Annie Smith, who came
to the clinics in 2009–2010
from Legal Services of New
Jersey, where she represented
immigrant clients who were
survivors of labor exploitation,
including some who were
survivors of trafficking. When
Smith arrived on campus in the
summer of 2009, she began
making contacts with antitrafficking organizations,
seeking their aid in identifying
people who were entitled to
legal remedies. Professor Smith
and two students enrolled in
the IHRC, Natasha Akda
(J.D. ’11) and Cherish Adams
(J.D. ‘11), dedicated their spring
break to the new project,
traveling out-of-state to
conduct lengthy initial
interviews with potential
clients. Guided by Professors
Carrillo and Smith, the IHRC
now represents a number of
these clients and will file
anti-trafficking test cases in
2010. As the project proceeds,
Tamar Lawrence-Samuel
(J.D. ’09) also will provide
assistance.
Through their involvement
in the creation of this project
and the representation of these
clients, the IHRC studentattorneys have learned
invaluable lessons concerning
issues that arise in both human
rights, practice, in particular,
and law practice, in general.
These issues include evaluating
and selecting potential cases,
identifying plausible legal
claims, working with survivors
of trauma, using interpreter
services in an effective and
ethical manner, creating
retainer agreements, negotiating co-counsel agreements, and
countless others. Professors
Carrillo and Smith help
students appreciate and apply
all they are learning, enriching

their legal education and their
future careers.
The IHRC and Human
Rights USA hope to formulate
successful legal strategies in this
field and build positive
precedent that will aid
trafficking survivors. Ultimately, they plan to produce
and distribute training
materials for other attorneys,
detailing effective practices and
strategies; identifying issues of
concern in particular districts
or circuits; offering sample
complaints, briefs, and other
legal documents; and generally
providing guidance on using
international law arguments in
domestic trafficking cases.
The goal is to make these
materials available electronically, to distribute them to
relevant service provider
organizations, and to serve as a
resource to law firms in a pro
bono network.
The clinics see involvement
in groundbreaking human
rights litigation as a powerful
learning vehicle for law
students. Students will gain
insight into law’s value and law’s
limits as a problem-solving tool.
They will experience the
privilege of assisting clients
with profound needs. They will
discover the complexity and the
creativity of law-in-action. The
clinics exist to promote the
pedagogy of learning law
through practice on behalf of
people who need assistance,
and this IHRC project, like so
many other clinical projects,
exemplifies the power of the
clinical methods of instruction
that have evolved over the past
few decades. ★

]

Friedman Fellows Program Thrives
Annie B. Smith and Vanessa
Batters joined us this year as
Friedman Fellows. Annie
co-teaches and co-supervises
students in the Public Justice
Advocacy Clinic and leads the
Trafficking Litigation Project in
the International Human Rights
Clinic. Vanessa co-teaches and
co-supervises students in the
Civil and Family Litigation
Clinic, which represents clients
in the D.C. Superior Court on
family law matters.

In April 2009, the inaugural
class of Friedman Fellows met
Philip Friedman and his wife,
Lisa. The fellows invited the
Friedmans to dinner at a local
restaurant to express appreciation to their benefactors. After
winning a class-action lawsuit on
behalf of a large class of consumers, Mr. Friedman, a Washington,
D.C., attorney, donated a cy pres
award to the Jacob Burns
Community Legal Clinics. With
the funds that the Friedmans
provided, the Clinics established

11
the Friedman Fellowship
Program in 2008.
After two years in residence,
our first class of Friedman
Fellows will graduate this year,
earning their LL.M. degrees.
Although we will miss them, we
anticipate that before too long
we will be hearing about their
many future achievements. At
the same time, we look forward
to meeting our new Friedman
Fellows in the summer of 2010.
★
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attorneys from the Department
of Justice to craft multiple
payment structures for the
compensation award, allowing
their young client to choose from
among various settlement
options.
Student-attorneys David
Faranda (J.D. ’10) and Tina Hu
(J.D. ’10) are representing on
appeal a young girl who developed a blood disorder after
receiving a vaccination. In 2002,
the client received an MMR
vaccine, ultimately developing a
chronic blood disease that
caused her to suffer substantial
bruising over her entire body
from even the slightest contact.
Following testimony from
opposing medical experts, the
young woman lost her case when
the Chief Special Master
decided that the lag between
vaccination and injury was too
long to establish a causal
relationship. Faranda and Hu
appealed this decision and
served as their client’s lead
counsel during an oral argument
before the United States Court
of Federal Claims, arguing that
the Special Master had misapplied the law. The case emerges
from an evolving area of vaccine
law: In cases of a substantial
time lag between a vaccination
and the onset of symptoms, the
question becomes, when is
compensation warranted? The
decision in the clinic’s appeal is
expected to contribute substantially to the evolution of the law
on this important question. ★

news

Friedman Fellows Kelly Knepper, Amanda Spratley, Juliana
Russo, Anastasia Boutsis,
and Jenelle Williams with
benefactor Philip Friedman
and his wife, Lisa.

Clinic Graduates Discover Silver Lining as Deferred Associates
In 2009, both Matt Yoeli (J.D. ’09)
and Shelly Doggett (J.D. ’09)
expected to begin positions as
first-year associates at law firms.
But when their law firms delayed
their start dates by a year and
encouraged them to find public
interest work, Yoeli and Doggett
drew on the experiences they had
gained in the Federal, Criminal,
and Appellate Clinic (FAC). The
two clinic graduates have spent
the past year practicing on
opposite sides of the criminal
courtroom.

Deferred from Schulte, Roth
& Zabel in New York, Yoeli
returned to the Brooklyn
District Attorney’s Office where
he had interned before joining
FAC in his last year of law school.
He maintains that his clinic
experience as an appellate
defender has made him both a
more even-handed prosecutor
and a “more thoughtful, articulate, and confident litigator.”
The perspectives and the skills
that he developed during both
his clinic experience and his

deferral year will enrich his work
when he joins his law firm later
this year.
On the other coast and on the
other side of the criminal justice
aisle, Doggett has been practicing in the felony division of the
San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office. Deferred from Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius in Washington,
D.C., she views the clinic as one
of her most rewarding experiences in law school because
students in FAC are encouraged
to work together to craft creative

responses to complicated legal
issues. In the process, she says,
she learned that she “can perform
tasks and meet deadlines without
having her hand held along the
way.” She hopes to find opportunities to continue representing
criminal defendants—for
example, through pro bono
defense cases—when she begins
her position in private practice
this fall. ★

SBCED Clinic Co-Hosts Conference

Faculty panel at the Transactional Law Clinic Conference
with Prof. Susan Jones, Director, SBCED Clinic (second from
left), and Prof. Paula Williams,
Interim Director (far right).

The Small Business and Community Economic Development
(SBCED) Clinic, in conjunction
with the Glushko-Samuelson
Intellectual Property Law Clinic

of the American University
Washington College of Law,
hosted the eighth annual
Transactional Law Clinic
Conference and Workshop on
April 23 and 24, 2009. Conceived
by organizers Professor Susan
Jones, Friedman Fellow Amanda
Spratley, and Professor Victoria
Phillips of the Washington
College of Law, the conference
was held at GW and supported in
large part by a generous grant
from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
As the first formal gathering
of small business, community

economic development, and
intellectual property clinicians,
the event offered a unique
opportunity to share knowledge,
information, and ideas about the
interrelationships between these
types of clinical programs.
On Friday morning, April 24,
2009, attendees from law school
clinics around the country were
welcomed by Dean Frederick M.
Lawrence and Associate Dean for
Clinical Affairs Phyllis Goldfarb.
Visiting Professor Paula Williams, Professors Jones and
Spratley, and Dean Goldfarb
all served as panelists in the

informative and wide-ranging
program presented at the
conference. Panels included
Promoting Social Justice
Through Small Business and
Intellectual Property Law;
Creativity, Innovation, and
Working in the Arts; and Ethical
Considerations in Intellectual
Property and Small Business
Clinics. Immediately following
the conference, participants
attended a networking reception
of the Public Interest Intellectual
Property Advisors. ★
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Tennessee College of Law, her
home institution. Professor
Williams ably ran the clinic
while Professor Susan Jones was
on sabbatical. We will miss
Professor Williams when she
returns to Tennessee, but we
look forward to Professor
Jones’s return in the fall.

VACCINE INJURY CLINIC

This year, student-attorneys Amy
Siadak (J.D. ’11) and Liana Yung
(J.D. ’11) of the Vaccine Injury
Clinic won a case, involving the
vaccination injury of a young
man who came to the clinic
seeking representation. From a
vaccination that he had received
years earlier, the client experienced weakness and atrophy in
his left arm and shoulder,
rendering him unable to pursue
his carpentry career. Because of
the students’ work, the client was
awarded substantial funds from
the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program to cover his
medical and therapeutic needs as
he re-examines the direction of
his career and copes with his
significant physical limitations.
During settlement negotiations,
Siadak and Yung worked with

Student-attorneys in the Vaccine Injury Clinic reviewing medical
records with Prof. Carlo Tornatore, Georgetown Medical School.

The IHRC’s trafficking
litigation project is coordinated
and supervised by Friedman
Fellow Annie Smith, who came
to the clinics in 2009–2010
from Legal Services of New
Jersey, where she represented
immigrant clients who were
survivors of labor exploitation,
including some who were
survivors of trafficking. When
Smith arrived on campus in the
summer of 2009, she began
making contacts with antitrafficking organizations,
seeking their aid in identifying
people who were entitled to
legal remedies. Professor Smith
and two students enrolled in
the IHRC, Natasha Akda
(J.D. ’11) and Cherish Adams
(J.D. ‘11), dedicated their spring
break to the new project,
traveling out-of-state to
conduct lengthy initial
interviews with potential
clients. Guided by Professors
Carrillo and Smith, the IHRC
now represents a number of
these clients and will file
anti-trafficking test cases in
2010. As the project proceeds,
Tamar Lawrence-Samuel
(J.D. ’09) also will provide
assistance.
Through their involvement
in the creation of this project
and the representation of these
clients, the IHRC studentattorneys have learned
invaluable lessons concerning
issues that arise in both human
rights, practice, in particular,
and law practice, in general.
These issues include evaluating
and selecting potential cases,
identifying plausible legal
claims, working with survivors
of trauma, using interpreter
services in an effective and
ethical manner, creating
retainer agreements, negotiating co-counsel agreements, and
countless others. Professors
Carrillo and Smith help
students appreciate and apply
all they are learning, enriching

their legal education and their
future careers.
The IHRC and Human
Rights USA hope to formulate
successful legal strategies in this
field and build positive
precedent that will aid
trafficking survivors. Ultimately, they plan to produce
and distribute training
materials for other attorneys,
detailing effective practices and
strategies; identifying issues of
concern in particular districts
or circuits; offering sample
complaints, briefs, and other
legal documents; and generally
providing guidance on using
international law arguments in
domestic trafficking cases.
The goal is to make these
materials available electronically, to distribute them to
relevant service provider
organizations, and to serve as a
resource to law firms in a pro
bono network.
The clinics see involvement
in groundbreaking human
rights litigation as a powerful
learning vehicle for law
students. Students will gain
insight into law’s value and law’s
limits as a problem-solving tool.
They will experience the
privilege of assisting clients
with profound needs. They will
discover the complexity and the
creativity of law-in-action. The
clinics exist to promote the
pedagogy of learning law
through practice on behalf of
people who need assistance,
and this IHRC project, like so
many other clinical projects,
exemplifies the power of the
clinical methods of instruction
that have evolved over the past
few decades. ★

]

Friedman Fellows Program Thrives
Annie B. Smith and Vanessa
Batters joined us this year as
Friedman Fellows. Annie
co-teaches and co-supervises
students in the Public Justice
Advocacy Clinic and leads the
Trafficking Litigation Project in
the International Human Rights
Clinic. Vanessa co-teaches and
co-supervises students in the
Civil and Family Litigation
Clinic, which represents clients
in the D.C. Superior Court on
family law matters.

In April 2009, the inaugural
class of Friedman Fellows met
Philip Friedman and his wife,
Lisa. The fellows invited the
Friedmans to dinner at a local
restaurant to express appreciation to their benefactors. After
winning a class-action lawsuit on
behalf of a large class of consumers, Mr. Friedman, a Washington,
D.C., attorney, donated a cy pres
award to the Jacob Burns
Community Legal Clinics. With
the funds that the Friedmans
provided, the Clinics established
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our first class of Friedman
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anticipate that before too long
we will be hearing about their
many future achievements. At
the same time, we look forward
to meeting our new Friedman
Fellows in the summer of 2010.
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attorneys from the Department
of Justice to craft multiple
payment structures for the
compensation award, allowing
their young client to choose from
among various settlement
options.
Student-attorneys David
Faranda (J.D. ’10) and Tina Hu
(J.D. ’10) are representing on
appeal a young girl who developed a blood disorder after
receiving a vaccination. In 2002,
the client received an MMR
vaccine, ultimately developing a
chronic blood disease that
caused her to suffer substantial
bruising over her entire body
from even the slightest contact.
Following testimony from
opposing medical experts, the
young woman lost her case when
the Chief Special Master
decided that the lag between
vaccination and injury was too
long to establish a causal
relationship. Faranda and Hu
appealed this decision and
served as their client’s lead
counsel during an oral argument
before the United States Court
of Federal Claims, arguing that
the Special Master had misapplied the law. The case emerges
from an evolving area of vaccine
law: In cases of a substantial
time lag between a vaccination
and the onset of symptoms, the
question becomes, when is
compensation warranted? The
decision in the clinic’s appeal is
expected to contribute substantially to the evolution of the law
on this important question. ★
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Russo, Anastasia Boutsis,
and Jenelle Williams with
benefactor Philip Friedman
and his wife, Lisa.

Clinic Graduates Discover Silver Lining as Deferred Associates
In 2009, both Matt Yoeli (J.D. ’09)
and Shelly Doggett (J.D. ’09)
expected to begin positions as
first-year associates at law firms.
But when their law firms delayed
their start dates by a year and
encouraged them to find public
interest work, Yoeli and Doggett
drew on the experiences they had
gained in the Federal, Criminal,
and Appellate Clinic (FAC). The
two clinic graduates have spent
the past year practicing on
opposite sides of the criminal
courtroom.

Deferred from Schulte, Roth
& Zabel in New York, Yoeli
returned to the Brooklyn
District Attorney’s Office where
he had interned before joining
FAC in his last year of law school.
He maintains that his clinic
experience as an appellate
defender has made him both a
more even-handed prosecutor
and a “more thoughtful, articulate, and confident litigator.”
The perspectives and the skills
that he developed during both
his clinic experience and his

deferral year will enrich his work
when he joins his law firm later
this year.
On the other coast and on the
other side of the criminal justice
aisle, Doggett has been practicing in the felony division of the
San Francisco Public Defender’s
Office. Deferred from Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius in Washington,
D.C., she views the clinic as one
of her most rewarding experiences in law school because
students in FAC are encouraged
to work together to craft creative

responses to complicated legal
issues. In the process, she says,
she learned that she “can perform
tasks and meet deadlines without
having her hand held along the
way.” She hopes to find opportunities to continue representing
criminal defendants—for
example, through pro bono
defense cases—when she begins
her position in private practice
this fall. ★

SBCED Clinic Co-Hosts Conference

Faculty panel at the Transactional Law Clinic Conference
with Prof. Susan Jones, Director, SBCED Clinic (second from
left), and Prof. Paula Williams,
Interim Director (far right).

The Small Business and Community Economic Development
(SBCED) Clinic, in conjunction
with the Glushko-Samuelson
Intellectual Property Law Clinic

of the American University
Washington College of Law,
hosted the eighth annual
Transactional Law Clinic
Conference and Workshop on
April 23 and 24, 2009. Conceived
by organizers Professor Susan
Jones, Friedman Fellow Amanda
Spratley, and Professor Victoria
Phillips of the Washington
College of Law, the conference
was held at GW and supported in
large part by a generous grant
from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
As the first formal gathering
of small business, community

economic development, and
intellectual property clinicians,
the event offered a unique
opportunity to share knowledge,
information, and ideas about the
interrelationships between these
types of clinical programs.
On Friday morning, April 24,
2009, attendees from law school
clinics around the country were
welcomed by Dean Frederick M.
Lawrence and Associate Dean for
Clinical Affairs Phyllis Goldfarb.
Visiting Professor Paula Williams, Professors Jones and
Spratley, and Dean Goldfarb
all served as panelists in the

informative and wide-ranging
program presented at the
conference. Panels included
Promoting Social Justice
Through Small Business and
Intellectual Property Law;
Creativity, Innovation, and
Working in the Arts; and Ethical
Considerations in Intellectual
Property and Small Business
Clinics. Immediately following
the conference, participants
attended a networking reception
of the Public Interest Intellectual
Property Advisors. ★

Members of Student Advisory Council (left to right) Jennifer Alvarez (J.D. ‘10), Starr Brookins (J.D. ‘11), Doug Noreen (J.D. ‘10), Katie RossKinsey (J.D. ‘10), Amisha Patel (J.D. ‘10), and Nate Marotta (J.D. ‘10).

First Lady Michelle Obama made
a deal with the GW community:
If students, faculty, and staff
would perform at least 100,000
hours of community service
during the 2009-2010 academic
year, she would speak at the
University’s Commencement
celebration on May 16, 2010.

Spurred by this challenge, the
Community Legal Clinics
undertook two clinic-wide
community service projects.
During the fall semester, student
director Nate Marotta and the
clinics’ Student Advisory Council
spearheaded the first annual
clinic food drive. For Thanksgiv-

ing 2009, the clinics donated
more than 400 food items to the
D.C. Central Kitchen to help
feed D.C.’s homeless population
at holiday time. In the spring, the
clinics collected more than 900
items of clothing and donated
them to the Vietnam Veterans of
America.
In a good-natured intra-clinic
competition to see which
program could donate the most,
the Federal, Criminal, and
Appellate Clinic narrowly edged
out the others in the fall
semester food drive. During the
spring semester, the Immigration
Clinic prevailed, donating the
most clothing. The generosity of
the students in each of these clinics was rewarded with end-ofthe-semester pizza parties.
The university has met
Michelle Obama’s public service

challenge, and the clinics are
proud to have played a role in
bringing her to GW’s commencement to address the
2010 graduates. As a program
dedicated to community service,
the Jacob Burns Community
Legal Clinics are engaged in
many different ways of addressing critical needs in the local
D.C. community. ★

Michelle Obama speaking at
GW’s commencement ceremony.

The Jacob Burns Community
Legal Clinics
2000 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20052
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